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We present here the prototype of a refactoring toolset for Erlang programs where one can in-
crementally carry out programmer-guided meaning-preserving program transformations. We
discuss an approach to the problems of storing and extracting the syntactic and also the static
semantic information in order to be flexible enough to perform the desired transformations. In
our approach the program to be redesigned is stored in a relational database. The Erlang ODBC
interface is used to access the database. The refactoring tool is integrated into a development
environment using Emacs as an interface. The refactoring steps are implemented in Erlang,
using the standard Erlang parser to construct the database from the source code. This backend
is connected to Emacs through Distel. The tool has two different modes. In the first mode,
the programmer can choose from the safe refactor steps, which results an other safe position.
Editing the source code is prohibited in this mode, which eliminates the need for reparsing and
rebuilding the database. In the second mode, editing is possible in two ways: the programmer
can choose from menupoints like "insert a function", which is partly controlled, or can edit the
source code freely. Further refactor steps need syntactically correct source code.
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